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Intensity distribution of electron bunch is modulated 
onto laser pulse which is then analysed.
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Electro-optic techniques - working principle

EO crystal
(e.g. ZnTe, GaP)

electric field

strength of elliptical pol. ~ E

Modulation in electro-optic crystal:
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best S/N ratio for nearly crossed 
polariser and analyser angles
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Electro-optical sampling (multi-shot)
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Also possible to use “asynchronous sampling” for which the laser is slightly detuned from 
revolution frequency -> much faster

•limited by ToA-
variations of electron 
bunches / jitter of 
synchronisation
• can be used for very 
weak signal (long 
averaging)
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Spectral decoding (single shot) - EOSD
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Some history of EO measurements
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Measurement technique was used in laser physics: EOS: Q. Wu, X.-C. Zhang in 

1995; EOSD: Z. Jiang and X.-C. Zhang APL, 72(16):1945 –1947, April 1998; F. G. Sun, Zhiping Jiang, and 
X.-C. Zhang, APL, 73(16):2233 –2235, October 1998

FELIX (1999-2002): EOS, EOSD, EOTD, Spatial decoding (PRL, 85(16):3404–3407, Oct 2000; 

PRL, 88(12), 2002)

Fermilab Photoinjector EOS: (PRL 87, 034801 (2001))

ATF (BNL) EOS: J. Appl. Phys. 89, 4921 (2001)

DUVFEL SDL (NSLS): EOS + EOSD: (PAC03 WPPB021)

VUV FEL (DESY): EOS near field (PAC05 RPAT050) 

SLAC linac spatial decoding + EOS: PRL 94, 114801 (2005)

FLASH (DESY) (2004-2007): EOS, EOSD, EOTD (thesis B. Steffen)

SLS (PSI) Injector (linac): EOS; far field (EPAC04 THOALH01) & near field (F. Müller thesis)

SLS CSR from FEMTO-slicing (2010): EOSD (F. Müller thesis)

ANKA: asynchronous EOS far field (PAC09 tu5rfp026)

UVSOR II (Japan): EOS of femtoslicing: Katayama, CLEO proceedings 2010

ELBE (HZDR): EOS (APL 100, 141103 (2012))
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Introduction: The ANKA storage ring
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• Circumference 110.4 m

• frev = 2.715 MHz

• fRF = 499.69 MHz

• Harmonic number h = 184

• Double bend achromat lattice

• Energy 0.5 - 2.5 GeV 
(0.8 - 1.6 GeV during low-αc-mode)

• RMS bunch length 45 ps (for 2.5 GeV), down 
to 2 ps (for 1.3 GeV)

• Filling pattern: single- or multi-bunch

1 mA ≙ 370 pC
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EOS with THz radiation at ANKA (far field)
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Phase sensitive detection of THz radiation 
with electro-optical femto-second sampling 
(asynchronous sampling)

A. Plech et al.: Electro-Optical sampling of 
Terahertz radiation emitted by short 
bunches in the ANKA synchrotron, PAC 
2009  

A.-S. Müller et al.:  Modeling the 
Shape of Coh.THz Pulses Emitted by 
Short Bunches in an El. SR, EPAC 
2008  

Model Measurement
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EO (near field) set up at ANKA
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ANKA radiation 
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ANKA-EO-Laser -  Yb:GLASS Fiber Laser

4.1. Oscillator

4.1.1. Setup
The Yb fiber laser oscillator consists of a fiber part where the amplification takes place
and a free space section where the dispersion compensation and the control of the
polarization state is achieved.

Figure 4.2.: Scheme of the oscillator. The cavity is split in a fiber and a free space part.

A scheme of the oscillator is depicted in figure 4.2. At the output of the fiber section
the light has an elliptical polarization state, which is transformed to a linear polariza-
tion with the first quarter wave plate (QWP). The half wave plate (HWP) is used to
control the outcoupling ratio. Together with the second QWP these components form
the prerequisite for the mode locking mechanism, which is described in section 4.1.2.
In the normal dispersion regime the material dispersion has to be compensated in order
to obtain short pulses. The dispersion management is done by a grating compressor
and an isolator defines the direction of propagation. A piezo fiber stretcher is used to
adjust the resonator length on a µm scale in order to synchronize the laser repetition
rate to the master clock of the accelerator.

4.1.2. Nonlinear Polarization Evolution
The mode locking mechanism of short pulse lasers is generally based on a passive and
fast loss mechanism. Similar to other fs lasers (e.g. Ti:Sa lasers) the mode locking in
Yb fiber lasers is caused by the Kerr effect which is a third order nonlinear effect. In
Ti:Sa lasers the intensity dependent self focusing is used, whereas in Yb fiber lasers
the intensity dependent rotation of the polarization is exploited.

67

Courtesy: Felix Müller (PSI)

QWP: linear ⇔ circular polarization 

HWP: rotate linear polarization by 
adjustable angle

• λ = 1030 nm (FWHM 30 nm FT pulse 
length 170 fs)

• Oscillator: frep = 62.5 MHz (500/8 MHz)

• Amplifier: frep = 1 kHz - 31.25 MHz 

• Pavg at 62.5 MHz around 20 mW

• Pulse energy can be amplified up to 20 nJ

developed at PSI
adapted for use at 
ANKA
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Yb doped fiber laser + amplifier
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Single Pass PM Fiber Amplifier

Courtesy: Felix Müller (PSI)

4.2. Amplifier

4.2. Amplifier

The setup of the amplifier as well as typical spectra and pulse energies which were
achieved are presented. In the previous chapter in 3.4.2 it has been shown that a broad
spectrum leading to a short bandwidth limited pulse length τc is needed for EOSD
measurements. In reality broadband laser pulses can show a chaotic relation between
wavelength and time leading to a pulse which can not be compressed to its theoretical
limit. In order to find the minimal reachable pulse length of the Yb fiber laser sys-
tem, which has been developed within this thesis a pulse shaper experiment has been
performed which is shown in the second part of this paragraph.

4.2.1. Setup

The energy of the oscillator pulses is boosted in a single pass, polarization maintaining
amplifier. A schematic of the amplifier is depicted in figure 4.19.

Figure 4.19.: Scheme of the amplifier. Grating compressor 1 (GC1) is used to pre-
compensate the material dispersion of the subsequent counter pumped
single pass amplifier. The acousto optic modulator (AOM) reduces the
repetition rate. The laser and the pump light are combined by the wave
division multiplexer (WDM).

The oscillator produces positively chirped pulses (φ2 > 0) with a pulse duration of
about 2 ps FWHM which can be compressed approximately 50 fs FWHM. The seed
(oscillator) pulse energy is typically 2 nJ at 1030 nm central wavelength with a rep-
etition rate of 50MHz. After the oscillator the pulses are phase modulated in the
first grating compressor (GC1), which changes the sign of Φ2 and approximately pre-
compensates the second order dispersion of the following fiber section. The compres-
sor consists of two gratings with a grating constant of 1200 lines/mm and an angle of
incidence of 48 degrees. An acousto-optic modulator reduces the repetition rate to val-
ues between 100 kHz and 1MHz allowing to boost the pulse energy in the amplifier.
Close to the end of the fiber the amplified pulses attain their shortest pulse duration and
nonlinear effects, mostly self-phase modulation (SPM), occur and broaden the spec-

89

GC: Grating compressor 
➔ pre-compensate for material dispersion ➔ shortest pulse length inside active fiber

Self-phase modulation: non-linear effect ➔ refractive index becomes a function of 
intensity)
➔ spectral broadening of unchirped or positively chirped pulses  
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Drawing of the vacuum parts of the EO-monitor, 
also showing the impedance protection for the 
normal user operation (detail).

Laser 
beam 
path

Electron beam 
direction

Electrons flying into plane 
of view

EO-Monitor (in vacuum parts)
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A crystal clear problem...
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Thank you for your attention.

14
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Temporal decoding

15

3.2. Electro-optic techniques used in electron accelerators

These unwanted artifacts in the case of short bunches can be avoided by choosing
the chirp low enough to measure the fastest modulations without distortion, which are
allowed by the material properties of the EO crystal. For a detailed numerical study of
this effect see section 4.4.

Single-shot electro-optic measurements with a chirped laser pulse (spectrally re-
solved EO detection) were first demonstrated at laser driven THz sources [JZ98,
SJZ98] and later applied for direct electron bunch measurements at FELIX [Wil02]
with a temporal resolution of about 400 fs and measured EO signals of 1.7 ps.

3.2.3. Temporally resolved electro-optic detection

fs laser CCD
 optical
stretcher P A

   fixed
   delay

 BBO

EO

T0

Tc

Figure 3.6.: Schematic drawing of a temporally encoded electro-optic detection setup.
The short laser pulse is split into two parts: One part is stretched to several
ps and sent through the polarizer P and the EO crystal in parallel with the
Coulomb field of the electron bunch. The second part remains unstretched.
In the EO crystal the stretched laser pulse acquires an elliptic polarization
with an ellipticity which is proportional to the electric field of the electron
bunch and has the same temporal structure. The analyzer A turns the el-
liptical polarization into an intensity modulation, which is then sampled
by the short pulse in a single-shot cross-correlator.

One possibility to avoid the risk of distortion of the EO signal is not to mea-
sure the spectrum of the modulated laser pulse but to measure its time structure di-
rectly [JSM+03]. For the temporally encoded electro-optic detection the short laser
pulse is split into two parts, where one part, called the EO beam, is stretched and
sent through the EO crystal and the analyzing polarizer to a cross-correlator. The sec-
ond part of the pulse, the gate beam, is used to sample the EO beam in the correlator
(Fig. 3.6).

49

Courtesy of Bernd Steffen (DESY)

Spatial decoding

3.2. Electro-optic techniques used in electron accelerators

scheme depends on the duration of the gate beam, the thickness of the SHG crystal, the
spatial resolution of the imaging system, and the camera. Using a Ti:Sa laser pulse of
30 fs FWHM duration and a 300 µm thick β-barium borate (BBO) crystal a resolution
of better than 100 fs can be reached. Due to the low efficiency of the SHG process a
pulse energy of several 100 µJ is needed, which requires an amplified laser system.

Temporally resolved electro.optic detection (EOTD) has been first demonstrated at
FELIX, reaching a signal width of 330 fs [BJM+04].

3.2.4. Spatially resolved electro-optic detection

A third electro-optical technique to measure longitudinal charge distribution of an elec-
tron bunch in a single shot encodes the charge distribution in the transverse profile of a
short laser pulse that is then detected with a camera. It was first demonstrated at laser
induces THz sources [SWK+00]. For accelerator applications signals widths of 270 fs
could be measured at SLAC [Cav05] and of 160 fs at DESY [ADS+06] with spatially
resolved electro-optic detection.

P
cylindical
telescope

A

CCDfs laser
EO

Ψ

Figure 3.8.: Schematic drawing of a spatially encoded electro-optic detection setup.
The electron bunch is traveling in a plane above the laser beam and the EO
crystal. The horizontally expanded laser pulse passes through the polarizer
P and the EO crystal in the beampipe. Since the laser hits the EO crystal
under an angle, different spatial components of the laser pass through the
crystal at different times and acquire a different elliptical polarization. The
analyzer A turns the spatial modulation of the polarization into a spatial
intensity modulation which is detected by the CCD camera.

As in the setups described above (cf. 3.2.1 - 3.2.3), the electron bunch passes by
the EO crystal perpendicular to its surface, but here the path of the laser pulses is not
parallel to the path of the electron bunches any more. Assuming the electron path is
horizontal and the EO crystal is mounted below it, the laser beam lies in a horizontal
plane through the EO crystal and encloses an angle Ψ with the vertical projection of
the electron path to this plane. The laser beam focused to a horizontal line of the width
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Courtesy of Bernd Steffen (DESY)
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Bunchlength for different RF voltages
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Bunch lengthening
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